Wild Cats Double Point Fold Card
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To order any of the supplies used in this tutorial contact me at
sharon@inkup.us or order from my store here!
Supplies:
 Stamps: Wild Cats Bundle #15507
 Ink: Cajun Craze #147085, Crushed Curry #147087, Evening Evergreen #155576
 Paper: Basic White #159276, Crushed Curry #131199, Evening Evergreen #155574, In
the Wild DSP #155817
 Tools & Accessories: Hippo & Friends Dies #153585, Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine
#149653, Matte Black Dots #154284
 Adhesives: Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals #144108, Stampin’ Dimensionals #104430,
Stampin’ Seal #152813
Measurements:
 Card Base: Evening Evergreen cardstock 4 ¼” x 5 ½”, and die cut with Hippo & Friends
dies, and scrap for die cut plant
 Cardstock #2: Crushed Curry 4” x 5 ¼”
 Cardstock #3: Basic White 3 ¾” x 5”, and die cut with Hippo & Friends dies, and scrap
for stamped lion
 In the Wild DSP: 3” x 3 ¾” (x 2)

Instructions:
 Cut each piece listed in the measurements above.
 Adhere Crushed Curry cardstock to the card base.
 Score each piece of In the Wild DSP along the 3” side at 1”; adhere to each end of the
Basic White cardstock panel.
 Fold outer corners of the In the Wild DSP into the center to form a point; bring points in
towards the center of the Basic White cardstock panel; adhere the Basic White
cardstock panel to the card base.
 Stamp sentiment slightly left of center on the Basic White die cut piece using Evening
Evergreen ink; adhere to the Evening Evergreen die cut piece.
 Place three dimensionals on the left point of the In the Wild DSP and adhere Evening
Evergreen die cut panel to the card base.
 Stamp lion image onto a scrap of Basic White cardstock using Crushed Curry ink.
 Stamp detailed face onto the stamped lion using Cajun Craze ink; die cut lion and
adhere to the stamped die cut panel with Stampin’ Dimensionals.
 Die cut plant from Evening Evergreen cardstock and adhere to card base by the lion
with a Mini Dimensional.
 Embellish card front with three Matte Black Dots.

